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Instructions:
1)Question No. 1 is compulsory.
2) Attempt any THREE of the remaining.
3)Figures to the right indicate full marks.
Q I. A) Find Laplace of ttscosht)

(5)

B) Find Fourier series for f(x) = 1 -x2 in (-1, 1)

(5)

C) Find a, b, c, d, e if,
f(z) ..,..:(ax4+bx2y2+ cy4+ dx2...2-2‘
y )+1(4x3y-exy3+4xy) is analytic
D) Prove that V (a) -

(5)

Q.2) A) If f(z)= u + iv is analytic and u + v -

•

(5)

3sin2x
,find f(z)
e2Y-,-e-2Y-2 cos 2x

z+2
-- for lz1 > 1
B) Find inverse Z-transform of f(z) = z2 -24+1

(6)
(6)

C) Find Fourier series for f(x) = V17 cosx in (0, 27r)
Hence, deduce that - =DT 4n4 -1

Q.3) A) Find L'I (

1

using Convolution theorem

(8)

(6)

B) Prove the 1.1 (x) = 1, f2(x) = x, 1.3.(x) = (3x2-1)/2 are orthogonal over (-1, 1) (6)
C) Verify Green's theorem for fc F.dr where P = (x2 — y2)i + (x+y)j and c is the
triangle with vertices (0,0), (1,1), (2,1)

(8)
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Q.4) A) Find Laplace Transform of f(t) = isinptl, t?._ 0

(6)

B) Show that P = (ysinz-sinx) i +(xsinz+2yz) j + (xycosz+y2 ) k is irrotational.
Hence, find its scalar potential.

(6)

7r.
C) Obtain Fourier expansion of f(x) = x-F-2- where -7r <x < 0

= - - x where 0 < x < Tr
2
7r2 1
Hence, deduce that (i) 7 =

1 ,

+...

7r4 1 + 1 + 1 +
vii 96 = 14 34 54

(8)

Q.5) A) Using Gauss Divergence theorem to evaluate ifs W. F ols where
and S is the region bounded by x2 + y2 = 4, z = 0, z = 3 --

4xi - 29j + z2k
(6)

B) Find 1(2k cos(3k + 2)} , k 0

(6)

C) Solve (D2+2D+5)y = e-tsint, with y(0)= 0 and 3/(0)= I

(8)

Q.6) A) Find (tan-1 (A

(6)

B) Find the bilinear transformation which maps the points 2, i, -2 onto points I, i, -1 by
using cross-ratio property.
C) Find Fourier Sine integr& representation for f(x) -

MD-Con. 7526-15.
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[ Total Marks :100

N.B. : (1) Question no. 1 is compulsory
(2) Attempt any three from remaining questions.
(3) Illustrations, in-depth answers and diagrams will be appreciated.
(4) Mixing of sub-questions is not allowed.

Explain how Java is platform-independent and high performance.
Explain System.arraycopy ( )
Difference between abstract class and interface
Write an applet program to draw circle, rectangle and polygon.

5
5
iN-

tit
Consider the Railway System:
(i) Stations, tracks connecting stations.
<Z9.cr(ii) Trains with name & ED
c
(iii) Train schedules record the time a train passes through each station on its -route. Assume that each train reaches its deselation on same day and every
train runs everyday For each train on itstOute, store (a) time in (b) time
out (c) Sequence no so stations in ther,kte of a train can be ordered by
sequence no.
(iv) Passenger booking consisting ()fain, date, from station, to station, coach,
seat and passenger name.
Draw class diagram for abo cenario. Show clearly the relationship among
participating classes. •\N
Draw Sequence diagram for pa,nger booking his ticket at it-etc website.
<gWrite a program to displajEea of square, triangle and circle. Make use ofinterface
to define templates of nthods to be implemented in desired classes.
Write a program to leck whether the entered four digit number is vampire or not.
Combination of dtp. s from this number forms two 2-digit number. When they are
multiplied by e11 other, we get original number.
et 260 = 21 *60.

5
5
12

8
10
10

49
4. (a) In a gq9en, trees are maintained. A tree has following set of attributes :10
kTree code, height, base and amount spent on the tree so far.
\) Define Tree class, its constructor, display ( ) and update ( ) that updates tree
\'
_--) information.
Define derive class Mango tree that has additional yield attribute.
<.<1
Define Garden class and display information of a tree and a Mango Tree.
<2t4-P-0
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(b) Write the help of suitable example. Explain multithreating in terms of following :(i) Creating threads, extending Thread class
(ii) Lifecycle of thread.

10
;\7
0L2

5. (a) Write a program to read five names of students from command line and store them in ?tP
a vector. Sort list in alphabetical order and display using Enumeration interface,
(b) Explain cohesion and coupling with suitable example.
8
(c) What are recursive functions? Demonstrate the concept with fibonacci progrand
4
6. Write short notes on (any four) :
(a) Life cycle ofApplet.
(b) Static Members.
(c) Thread Synchronization
(d) NM
(e) Collection classes.
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N.B. (1) Question No.1 is compulsory.
(2) Solve any three questions out of the remaining questions
(3) Make suitable assumptions if needed.

(5-\

Q1) a) What is a database? Explain with examples. Also list the advantages of a database system.

51
•b) Compare ER and EER models.

(3C (5)

c) Describe ACID properties.

(5)

d) Write a note On vjews in SQL

(5)

4(• / '
CrQ.2) a) Draw an ER diagram for the education database that contains thecormation about an
in-house company education training scheme. The relevant nations are:
'00)

_

Course (course-no, title)
Offering (course-no, off-to, off-date, location)
Teacher (course-no, off-no, emp-no)
Enrolment (course-np,_off-no, stud-no,
0

g

A

g
.s
(-),.
i

Employee (emp-no, emp-name,
Student (stud-no, stud-name, ph-x'
\1\1\
b) Refer education databas entioned in 2(a), write SQL queries for the following. (10)
i) List all the teacheiSho conduct the course titled "Databa,se Systems"
List all the frses offered in 'Thane' on 15/8/15.
iii) Find the‘c se/s enrolled by "Monali".
iv) Lis, all the employees who work as Teachers.
45/
<-)
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(10)

Q.3) a) Discuss what is meant by each of the following terms (any 2)
i) Database Authorization

A

ii) Referential Integrity

0

Trigger
(10)

b) Describe concurrency control based on timestamp ordering.

(c
ç0)

Q.4) a) Describe the Shadow Paging recovery technique.

(10)

b)
b) Describe the following Relational Algebra operations.
i) Select

ii)Project

iii) Natural Join

<7\

iv) Set Intersech
s<,
,.-,:r

5) a) Describe BCNF and 4NF in detail.
Q. 5)
b) What is system catalog or metadata? Explain.

CD\7-

t_.S."`R. \

Q. 6) a) Write a short note on (any 2)

(10)
(10)
(20)

A'.

i) Query Optimization

Z\

ii) Relational Calculus

G(V
0/
OND

iii) Deadlock handling

...,:\d‘
\'
V
—1\-- \
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,
Question No. 1 is compulsory.
Answer any three out of remaining questions.
Assume suitable data if necessary.
Figures to the right indicate full marks.
1 (a) Explain with example
(i) Degree of tree
(ii) Height of tree
(iii) Depth of tree
(b) What is linked list? Give its applications.
(c) Define Graph. List the types Graph with example.
(d) What is Asymptotic Notations.
(e) Write down the properties of Red-Black tree.
(0 What are linear and non-linear data structures.
(g) Define minimum spanning tree.
List the techniques to compute minimum spanking.tree.

0
'‘‘‘

e,G

, 1/4.i

3.

,cn
'S

3
3
3
3
3
2

"N(C‘)/
Fr-

2 (a) Write a program to implement Queue ADT using array
(b) Define Binary search tree. Write an algorithnr.fo implement Insertion and Deletion
‘,.) v _
Operation,
N
- rL
C>
n\
3. (a) Write a program to convert INFIX Rtptession into POST FIX expression.
(b) Define AVL tree? Construct AVL \itde for following data [ Mention type of rotation
for each case]
-1\ •
\,.
•
1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 7, 6,5, 1 0, 12

10
10

10
10

gorithm find minimum spanning tree for the following Graph 10
4. (a) Using Prim's and krus
'r
... \ .
0'
0
IA
,cti
-.-..
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(b) Write an algorithm to implement shell sort.
5. (a) Write a program to create singly linked list and display the list.
(b) Explain BFS and DFS algorithm with example.
6. Write short note on any four
(a) B- Tree
(b) Red Black Trees
(c) Searching Algorithms
(d) Sparse Matrix
(e) Euclids algorithm
(f) Merge Sort

oN'

Nti
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N.B. : (1) Question No. 1 is compulsory.
(2) Attempt any three questions from the remaining questions.
(3) Assume suitable data, if necessary.
(4) Figures to right indicate full marks.
20 (
1. Solve any four :—
(a) Explain pre-emphasis and De-emphasis.
(b) Explain the following (i) Shot noise. (ii) Equivalent Noise temparature.
(c) A single tone FM single is given by V Fm = 10 sin ( 16 it X, 106 t + 20 stnc,
2 it x 103 t)
(a) Maximum frequency deviation
Find
(b) BW of FM by using Carson's rule.
What
are
the drawbacks in DM system and how these drawbacks can overcome.
(d)
(e) Explain the need for modulation.
2. (a) Explain the basic principle, working of Transmitter and receiver ind BPSK. Also 10
draw the BPSK Waveform for the following binary signal 10110110.
(b) Draw the data formats (linecodes) of any five for the given binary signal 10101101. 10
3. (a) Explain PWM generation and degeneration method,.
(b) Describe PCM and also explain the PCM encoder and decoder with block diagram.

•

10
10

4. (a) Explain Foster seeley discriminator and Compare the performance of Foster seeley 10
and Ratio detector.
A
sinusoidal carrier has an amplitude of 20‘i and a frequency of 200kHz. It is amplitude 10
(b)
modulated by a sinusoidal voltage of amplitude 6v and frequency lkHz. Modulated
voltage is developed across a 80Q resistance.
(i) Write the equation for the modulated wave.
(ii) Determine the modulation index.
(iii) Draw the spectrum *nodulated wave.
(iv) Calculate the totaka'terage power.
c•-•
10
(a) Explain the generat 'and demodulation of SSBSC.
10
(b) State and prove tfo1lowing properties of Fourier Traulform.
(i) Time Shifting
(ii) Differentiation in Time domain.
6. Answer any four :—
(a) (PSK
(b)
(c) :Friss formula

\*\/
cfr
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(d)
(e)

Image frequency and its rejection
Sampling theorem.
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N.B. : (1) Q.No 1 is compulsory
(2) Solve any three questions out of remaining questions.
(3) Assume suitable data if necessary.
1.

[ Total Marks :100
A'
r_.)L.2
N.:-'
Cr
4C
(<
(:)
20
4*

Solve any five
(a) Convert
(i) (174.03125)10 in octal number and (DB.94)16 in bit
(ii) Make subtraction using 2's complement method 4.010 465)10
(b) Compare schotticy barrier diode and PN junction diodg\,
(c) Derive the relation between a and ii.
cir
(d) List the ideal characteristics of OPAMP
e(e) Prove that NAND gate is universal gate.
q- (f) Convert T-FF to D-FF
_
cr

• 2. (a) Draw block diagram of a shunt voltage regulktor and explain the working
(b) Derive the expression for the stability fa
'S of a voltage divider bias
.N.
circuit
n.l(b•
(c) Draw circuit diagram of differenti_ateryaing OPAMP and explain
(a)
(b)
(c)

N
Explain inverting summing amp K r using OPAMP. Derive the expression
,
for output voltage.
ill::)‘
Y = ABC + Bob +70c si 'Iffy this equation and realize using basic gates.
Minimize the followin
ression using K-map

Y= Ern (1,2,9,10,
4,15)
Implement the ci
using minimum number of gates
N---\ '
4. (a) Design on 8 @jt comparator using IC 7485
(b) ImplemeRóiIe following function using 8:1 Mux
F (A,
(c)

8

8
8

8
4

, D) = Em (0,1,2,4,6,9,12,14)
s shift register? Mention different modes of operation of shift register.

[TURN OVER
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5. (a) What are advantages of VHDL
Write VHDL program for full adder
8
(b)
Design 4 bit synchronous up counter using T-FF
(c)
8
Draw the circuit of JK FF using NAND gates and write the truth table
(101
6.
(a) Design on astable multivibrator using IC 555 timer to generate an output
of IKHz with 60% duty cycle
A1/(<54 1x;
(b)
Draw the circuit diagram of regulated power supply to produce out Y
voltage of +5V
5
(c)
(d) Draw drain characteristics of n-channel WET and explain variousa ions
5
. What is excess 3 code? Why it is called self complementarK
, de?
5
C)-(\
,

0
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